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In the two previous articles, Jansen, van den Wollenberg, and Wierda (jvw) object to the in
unconditional maximum likelihood estimation (UMLE) of Rasch parameters. Their comments on the

necessity of the Rasch model for measurement are ~~~~~c~~b~~, as is their algebra. The practical conse-
quences of their work, however, contradict their objections. The crucial question for practitioners is

whether there is a convenient correction for UMLE bias which is accurate enough for practical purposes.
Psycho metricians can, in fact, find firm support for the use Of UMLE in the articles by jvw.

Even though they perseverate on their discovery that the Wright-Dougtas (1977) correction of
(~~ - I)IK for UMLE bias (where K is the number of test items) is slightly inexact for very short tests,
the conclusion .~~~r actually report is that the difference between bias predicted by KI(K - 1) and the
bias JVW observe &dquo;practically disappears&dquo; den Wollenberg, Wierda, & Jansen, 1988, p~ 309) when
tests have more than 10 ~~~r~s. This statement goes further than the Wright and Douglas (1977) recom-
mendation of (~ - 1)/ K for tests of more than 20 items.

UMLE bias has no effect on the relative position of items, and thus no effect on substantive inter-
pretations of the variable defined by the item calibrations. There are, however, two applications in which
bias in item difficulties could become a practical problem. These are the effects of item bias on person
measurement and on test equating.

Person Measurement Bias?

What effect does UMLE item calibration bias have on person measures? The aim of testing is to

provide person measures sufficiently accurate for fair evaluation. The (K - I)IK correction for bias is
applied to the item difficulties after they are centered at 0. As a result, the measures most affected by
error in bias correction are those associated, with extreme scores R = I and R _ K - 1 R is the
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number of correct answers and K is the number of test items). To discover the maximum effect of the
inaccuracy in (K - I)IK discussed by jvw on person measures, the values jvw claim to be &dquo;correct&dquo;

(van den Wollenberg et ala 1988, Tables 1 through 3) and their associated item distributions and test
lengths (K = ~9 10, 15, 20) were used to calculate the person measurement bias when R = 1 e

The relevant UFORM (uniform approximation estimation) formulas, which are exact for the uniform
tests used by dv~9 are derived in Wright and Douglas (1975, pp. 21-24, 32) and applied in Wright and
Stone ( 19799 pp. 143-151, 212-215). Table 1 provides the maximum person measurement bias both in
(to show its tiny magnitude) and in standard error units (to show its statistical insignificance). e

It is immediately clear that, even for K = 5, UMLE item bias is of no practical consequence as far
as person measurement is concerned. Except for the 5-item, 8-logit test (a very rare configuration),
maximum measurement bias is less than .21 1 1&reg;~its (less than a ~ ~a standard errors of measurement). a

For tests of usual length and width-morc than 10 items, less than 6 1&reg;~its-th~ maximum
measurement bias due to jvw’s results is always less than .09 logits (less than .08 standard errors

of measurement). Even these minute discrepancies only occur when scores are extreme, R = 1 or

~ _ ~~ - 1. When tests are on target, observed scores cluster around A72 where UMLE measurement bias
is 0. It is clear that person measurement bias cannot be a reason to avoid UMLE.

Test Equating Bias?

What effect does UMLE item calibration bias have on test equating? In the Rasch method of equating
two tests, a subset of common items is included in both, each test is calibrated separately, the resulting
pairs of item estimates for the common items are plotted, and the intercept of a line with a slope of 1

fitted to these common item points is used as the equating constant (Wright & Stone, 1979, pp. 108-
11~)e

~fi~ this procedure inaccuracy in (K - 1)/~ tends to cancel; this is especially true when tests are
similar in length and difficulty (the usual situation), because then the inaccuracy is similar for the two
calibrations. If, however, tests differ substantially in length and difficulty, then fitting a line with a slope
adjusted to the distributions of common item difficulties can remove the effect of bias.

Table 1

I~l~~ir~a~ M~~.saz~~a~nerzt ~~.as Dtz~ toMaximum Measurement Bias Due to

UMLE Item Calibration After

Correction (ICml)/K, in Logits and
Standard Errors of Measurement
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The least biased and most efficient way to equate two or more tests linked by a network of common
items and/or common persons is to combine the data from each administration into one large matrix,
with a column for every item included in any test and a row for every person included in any sample,
indicating missing data whenever a person does not answer an item. The single Rasch analysis of this
one large matrix provides item calibrations and person measures on a common linear scale for all items
and all persons involved in any test (Schulz, 1987; Wright & Linacre, 1985; Wright, Schulz, Congdon,
& Rossner, 1987).

Conditional Estimation?

jvw advocate minimum chi-square pairwise estimation as their cure for the effects of (K - 1)If~
inaccuracy on UMLE. The logically equivalent but statistically superior maximum likelihood pairwise
estimation method described by Rasch (1960/1980, pp. 171-172) and Choppin (1968) and applied ex-
tensively by Choppin (1976, 1977, 1978, 1983) is a better solution to this problem.

Rasch’s pairwise method has significant antecedents in Case V of ’1’he~rst&reg;r~e’s (1927a, 1927b) Law
of Comparative Judgment, Bradley and Terry’s (1952) method of paired comparisons, and Luce’s (1959)
probabilistic theory of choice. It is easy to use and understand, and generalizes directly to rating scale
and partial credit models (Wright & Masters, 1982, pp. 67-72, 82-85). Should a real situation actually
arise where conditional estimation is seriously deemed worth the trouble, then the Rasch/Choppin pairwise
approach is the method of choice.

Conclusions .

For practitioners working with tests of more than 10 items, the articles by Jansen, van den Wollenberg,
and Wierda give no reason at all to avoid unconditional maximum likelihood estimation of Rasch item
calibrations and person measures. In fact, their articles provide data which firmly support the adequacy
of this practice.
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